
 

Cost of Lying 

Some people think that the consequences of lying will affect few numbers of people. 

Have you ever tried to estimate the cost of lying? What is the effect of lying on the 

business processes and organization's performance? 

Let's assume three cases: Case One: few people in the organization/society may lie (say 

10%), Case Two: Many people may lie (Say 50%), and Case three: Many people can lie 

and may cooperate in their lying. 

In the first case, one will find that the cost of not trusting people is very high compared 

with the cost of trusting people because the probability of being cheated is very low. 

You'll trust your boss, your subordinates, your mechanic and your doctor. 

In the second case, you'll have to pay for either the cost of being cheated or the cost of 

not trusting anyone. Obviously, you will not trust the advice of your doctor or your 

mechanic and will check with another mechanic and another doctor. A boss will not 

trust his subordinates and thus will have many employees just checking other 

employees' work: X person is doing the work and Y is checking X and Z is checking X 

and Y and the boss is checking all of them….waste of time…waste of money… 

Subordinates will not trust the management and thus will not be motivated enough by 

the management promises…will not believe the CEO when he says that there will not be 

layoffs because of the new technology and consequently will not support new 

technologies. 

In the third case, No one believes anyone or any group of people and then we are 

wasting a lot of resources. 

An organization performance will be affected by the lying behavior because the cost of 

controlling is very high. The business process that can be done in one day will take 

several days because too many people have to approve anything…Forget about 

decentralization or delegation….Don't think about flexibility…Don't try to apply Just In 

Time because you cannot trust the technicians….Don't think about flat 

organization…..Expect to see very complicated rules…. Don't ever think about long term 



relationship with suppliers…Don't expect successful business alliance…You'll not be 

able to measure your performance or trust any reports… 

Honesty is win-win-win..s situation where we all win. I believe management should not 

tolerate any dishonesty behavior or any false information because the consequences on 

the long run will be very bad.  


